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CalAmp iOn™ Vision Delivers Actionable Intelligence
to Fleet Operators
2/18/2020
Integrated video telematics solution improves eet safety by protecting drivers and operators
IRVINE, Calif., Feb. 18, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- CalAmp (Nasdaq: CAMP), a global technology solutions pioneer
transforming the mobile connected economy, today announced CalAmp iOn™ Vision, a fully integrated video
telematics solution that provides eet operators and service providers with actionable and deterministic video
insights to help mitigate liabilities and improve eet safety. The solution features a self-install camera along with a
CalAmp Wi-Fi-enabled telematics edge device and video server, enabling accurate assessment of driver behavior to
improve driving e ciency and eet safety under ever-changing road conditions.
Clem Driscoll's 2019-20 Survey of Trucking Fleet Operators found that nearly all respondents with 10% or more of
their existing eet vehicles equipped with video cameras, rated "determining liability in the event of an accident"
either "very important" or "important." Due to this increasing focus on driver safety, a majority of new eet
contracts require some sort of real-time video solution and tracking to mitigate liabilities, reduce driver and vehicle
downtime, and provide driver behavior feedback for training purposes.
CalAmp iOn Vision helps identify and reduce risk factors that often cause collisions by monitoring speed, stop sign
violations, tailgating, harsh braking and rapid acceleration. Moreover, iOn Vision, coupled with CrashBoxx™,
CalAmp's award-winning crash detection technology, enables eet operators to capture video evidence of critical
collision events to facilitate investigations and claims processing.
"For more than a decade, CalAmp has been working to rede ne telematics insights to drive value for our
customers," said Michael Burdiek, CEO for CalAmp. "CalAmp's iOn Vision aligns with our mission to o er the best
solutions with actionable intelligence in order to maximize our customers' ROI. iOn Vision also tackles the
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challenging business problems eet operators and service providers face to protect drivers and eet assets."
CalAmp iOn Vision utilizes arti cial intelligence (AI) at the edge and in the cloud to process both road-facing and
driver-based video to provide the full context of each vehicular event. In addition, customers can easily con gure
and modify their telematics engine with cloud-hosted video clips and driver analytics. These functions can also be
directly integrated with any enterprise software application via an API, allowing all data insights to be viewable
through one web portal.
Additional CalAmp iOn Suite of Telematics Services can be bundled with iOn Vision to provide enhanced
contextual insights around driver behavior including CrashBoxx™ triggered video clips, detailed accident
reconstruction reports, Driver Behavior Scorecard, and iOn Tags that track service-critical equipment paired with
eet vehicles. This expanded suite of value added services enable eet operators and telematics service providers
to innovate and expand their mobile IoT solutions as business needs evolve.

About CalAmp
CalAmp (Nasdaq: CAMP) is a global technology solutions pioneer transforming the mobile connected economy. We
help reinvent business and improve lives around the globe with technology solutions that streamline complex
mobile IoT deployments and bring intelligence to the edge. Our software and subscription-based services, scalable
cloud platform and intelligent devices collect and assess business-critical data from mobile assets and their
contents. We call this The New How, facilitating e cient decision making, optimizing mobile asset utilization and
improving road safety. Headquartered in Irvine, California, CalAmp has been publicly traded since 1983 and has 20
million products installed and over 1.3 million software and services subscribers worldwide. LoJack®, Tracker™ and
Here Comes The Bus® are CalAmp brands. For more information, visit calamp.com, or LinkedIn, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube or CalAmp Blog.
CalAmp, CalAmp logo and LoJack are among the trademarks of CalAmp and/or its a liates in the United States,
certain other countries, and/or the EU. Any other trademarks or trade names mentioned are the property of their
respective owners.
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